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Domain specific predictors of maths ability 
in deaf and hearing children.

Rebecca Bull
National Institute of Education, Singapore

Approximate number system

• Approximate number system (ANS): abstract non-verbal 
representation of quantity

• Allows us to make numerical estimations and 
discriminations:

• For displays that are rapidly presented, or are too large to 
count 

• Before (preverbal infants) or without (other species) 
language.

• Activated when adults perform symbolic number tasks.

• Strong claim: ANS constitutes the phylogenetic and 
ontogenetic foundation for all further, more elaborate 
numerical skills (Neider & Dehaene, 2009).

Halberda, Mazzocco, & Feigenson (2008)

Non-symbolic ANS acuity at 
age 14 retrospectively 
predicted standardised 
maths achievement 
(measured annually from age 
5-11 years)
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Studies showing different results

Yes No

Preschoolers Gilmore et al (2010)
Libertus et al (2011)
Mazzocco et al (2011)

School age Inglis et al (2011) Holloway & Ansari (2009)
Mundy & Gilmore (2009)
Soltesz et al (2010)

Math difficulties 
(children and 
adults)

Mazzocco et al (2011)
Piazza et al (2010)
Mejias et al (in press)
Landerl et al (2009)
Mussolin et al (2010)
Price et al (2007)

Iuculano et al (2008)
Rouselle & Noel (2007)
Landerl & Kolle (2009)
De Smedt & Gilmore (2011)

Adults Gullick et al (2011) Inglis et al (2011)
Price et al (in press)

Assessing acuity of ANS

? ? ? ?

Study 1. Hearing children. Methods

• 305 children aged 5:1 years to 12:7 years (M = 8.5 years)

• WIAT Number Operations:
– Identifying and writing numbers
– Rote counting
– Basic arithmetical skills (+, -, x, /)

• WIAT Maths Reasoning:
– Numerical sequences
– Arithmetical word problems (with visual support)
– Using graphical information / clocks / rulers, etc

• Battery of cognitive tasks (including working memory).
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Partial correlations between non-symbolic acuity and math 
achievement (controlling for age)

Numerical
Operations

Math
Reasoning

Math 
Reasoning

.64***

ANS acuity -.22*** -.29***

Relationship remains significant after controlling for 
working memory.

Moderation analysis: Does age moderate the relationship 
between ANS and math achievement

Age

ANS 
acuity

Numerical 
Operations

Age and ANS: R2 = .771, F (2, 301) = 507.004, p < .001

Age*ANS: R2 change = .011, F (1, 300) = 15.44, p < .001 
(ANS does not predict Numerical Operations in older 
children)

Moderation analysis: Does age moderate the relationship 
between ANS and math achievement

Age

ANS 
acuity

Math 
Reasoning

Age and ANS: R2 = .79, F (2, 301) = 569.59, p < .001

Age*ANS: R2 change = .001, F (1, 300) = 2.08, p = .15
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Conclusions

• Relationship between ANS acuity and math may depend on the 
types of math skills being assessed across the age range.

• ANS acuity predicts math reasoning above and beyond working 
memory.

• Relationships between ANS and math stronger for younger 
children:

– Older children reaching a discrimination acuity limit

– May only see differences at the level of neurological activation, not at the 
behavioural level

– Will only see relationships where there is greater variability in math 
achievement and ANS acuity (e.g., math difficulties)

Study 2: Examining Kindergarten Approximation Skills as a Predictor of Children 
Requiring Learning Support for Mathematics.  With Kenneth Poon and Kerry Lee

• Do approximation skills measured in K2 successfully predict math 
achievement and which children go on to need LSM in P1?

• Regression analysis – does ANS acuity predict maths performance 
once age, non-verbal reasoning, and vocabulary have been 
accounted for?

– Numerical Ops K2 – YES.  F change = 17.96, p < .001

– Math Reasoning K2 – YES. F change = 4.11, p = .04

– Numerical Ops P1 – No. F change = 3.59, p = .06 

– Math Reasoning P1 – No.  F change = 1.03, p = .31

– Addition fluency P1 – YES. F change = 11.39, p = .001

– Subtraction fluency P1 – YES.  F change = 6.69, p = .01

• Predicting need for LSM.  Of 71 children currently retested at P1 
only 3 enrolled in LSM

Funding: OER 16/12RB

Study 3. Working memory intervention study for LSM children. 
Kerry Lee and Ang Su Yin

• Children in LSM (or rated by teacher as having math difficulties) 
and have low working memory.

Funding: OER 17/11KL
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Early number skills in deaf children

• Lags in standardised math achievement are apparent 
from approximately 8 years of age and remain relatively 
constant at “below basic” levels of performance.

• Prior to formal schooling, 60% of deaf children 
demonstrated substantial delay in understanding of 
mathematical concepts (Kritzer, 2009)

• In numerical tasks that do not involve counting or 
require only limited counting, and where visual 
support is given, deaf children perform as well as 
hearing children (e.g., Zafarty et al, 2004)

Arfe et al (2011). Analogic and symbolic comparison of 
numerosity in preschool children with cochlear implants.

• 10 preschool cochlear implanted children

• 99 hearing children

• Tasks
– Digit comparison (1-9, 10 items presented)  and dot comparison (1-9, 10 items 

presented, no info re: presentation time, stimulus controls, etc).

• Results
– CI better than hearing children on dot comparison

– No difference in digit comparison

– Conclusion – deaf children perform well in numerical tasks that require visuo-spatial 
analysis (e.g., non-symbolic comparison)

• Problems
– Children might have been counting the dots

– Small set sizes recognizable via subitizing rather than requiring approximation.

Study 4: Deaf children. With Marc Marschark at NTID

• 75 deaf children aged 5:1 years to 12:7 years (M = 9 years).

• 75 hearing age and gender matched controls.

• WIAT Number Operations and Maths Reasoning:
• Battery of cognitive tasks (including working memory).

• 82% congenitally deaf or early acquired deafness

• 56% attended schools for the deaf

• Hearing loss – mild/moderate (31.7%) to severe (13.3%) and profound (55%) 

• 61.3% used hearing aids, 32% had cochlear implants, and 6.7% reported no use of hearing 
devices

• 32% of deaf children had at least one parent who was deaf or hard-of-hearing  

• Communication preferences: sign language (26.4%), spoken language (45.8%), mix of 
signed and spoken language (27.8%)

• Hearing loss diagnosis median age = 12 months

• HA/CI age fitted = median age 24 months

Funded by the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD)
Award number 1R01D054579
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Accuracy at each ratio discrimination level for deaf and  
hearing children

Correlation between non-symbolic acuity and math 
achievement (controlling for age)

Non-symbolic 
acuity

Numerical 
Operations

Math 
Reasoning

Non-symbolic
acuity

-.22 -.22

Numerical 
Operations

-.43*** .64***

Math
Reasoning

-.44*** .47***

Green = hearing, yellow = deaf

Explaining individual differences in ANS acuity in deaf children

Factor P

Gender .30

Deaf vs mainstream school .80

Parent education .27

Parent occupational status .07

Deafness diagnosis age .62

Level of hearing loss .74

Use of H/A vs CI .13

Congenital vs acquired hearing loss .35

Age started using aids .55

Child communication (sign, spoken, mix) .68

Parental hearing status .22

Child sign fluency .56

Parent sign fluency .95

Expressive language ability .20

Deaf children who 
have better ANS 
acuity more likely 
to have parents in 
high status 
occupations.  
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Mediation analysis

• Does memory for numerical information mediate the direct 
relationship between non-symbolic acuity and math ability 
(age included as covariate).

Non-symbolic 
acuity

Digit span

Numerical 
Operations

c = -17.15***
c’ = -11.91**

b = 2.04**a = -2.57**

ab = -5.24*

Mediation analysis

• Does memory for visual information mediate the direct 
relationship between non-symbolic acuity and math ability 
(age included as covariate).

Non-symbolic 
acuity

Odd-one-out

Numerical 
Operations

c = -14.80**
c’ = -11.04*

b = .18**a = -21.10**

ab = -3.76*

Mediation analysis

• Does memory for numerical information mediate the direct 
relationship between non-symbolic acuity and math ability 
(age included as covariate).

Non-symbolic 
acuity

Digit span

Math 
Reasoning

c = -23.36***
c’ = -17.82**

b = 2.15*a = -2.57**

ab = -5.54*
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Mediation analysis

• Does memory for numerical information mediate the direct 
relationship between non-symbolic acuity and math ability 
(age included as covariate).

Non-symbolic 
acuity

Counting Span

Math 
Reasoning

c = -24.82***
c’ = -19.85**

b = 1.81*a = -2.74**

ab = -4.96*

Mediation analysis

• Does memory for visual-spatial information mediate the 
direct relationship between non-symbolic acuity and math 
ability (age included as covariate).

Non-symbolic 
acuity

Corsi Blocks

Math 
Reasoning

c = -23.36***
c’ = -20.41**

b = 1.74*a = -1.70*

ab = -2.95*

Summary

• Deaf children’s poor math skills are directly predicted by 
ANS acuity and indirectly via ability to recall sequential 
numerical and spatial information
– Representing relative order in numerical symbols serves as 

intermediary step linking ANS acuity with more complex 
mathematics (Lyons & Beilock, 2011).

• Deafness per se puts some children at risk of having 
poor ANS acuity.
– Very few factors related to deafness characteristics or 

communication that predict individual differences in ANS acuity.

– Intersensory redundancy hypothesis – multisensory stimulation 
can enhance early perceptual and cognitive discrimination.  Also 
applied to numerical discrimination (e.g., Jordan & Baker, 2011).
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Conclusions

• ANS predicts maths achievement (beyond domain 
general skills), but strength of relationship may vary 
according to age of the child and skills being 
assessed.
– What factors result in individual differences in ANS acuity?

• Children with recognised maths difficulties (deaf and 
hearing) have poorer ANS acuity.
– Can measurement of ANS acuity be used as an early 

screening tool for later LSM?

– Are there simple forms of intervention that could be put in 
place?


